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Those Sneaky Sparrows (part 2) 

 

Some of us love New World sparrows, but others hate them. “They all look the same” is a 

common birder’s complaint that I often hear about sparrows. Well, yes! To be honest, most 

sparrows are essentially little brown birds, but the complicated feather patterns vary considerably 

between many of the closely-related species. Their habitat preferences also differ, with some 

species preferring wet long-grass ditches, and others thick underbrush. Some are only found in 

open park-like habitat, while others are never seen out of dense cover.  

 

In our last article we started talking about “sneaky sparrows.” and concentrated on those larger 

streaky species, such as Song, Lincoln’s and Savannah Sparrows. This month we are going to 

talk about un-streaked sparrows, including Swamp, Chipping and Field which all have their own 

preferred habitats here in Western North Carolina. 

 

Let’s start with the familiar Chipping Sparrow. This perky little guy is widespread and common 

throughout the summer months, becoming a little 

more local during the colder months of the year. 

Flocks of this fairly small sparrow move south into 

Mexico where they can be very common. It’s easily 

distinguished in the summer by its bright chestnut 

cap, pale gray, un-streaked breast and small size. 

The habitat of the Chipper is usually fairly open and 

park-like settings with large trees. The males are 

often seen perched high in a tree where they sing 

their gentle song, best described as a long series of 

chip notes strung together as a trill. 

 

The Field Sparrow is structurally quite similar to the 

Chipping, although it appears slimmer due to being longer 

tailed. We are all familiar with the Field Sparrow’s having a 

pink bill and the classic “ping-pong ball” song. The cap and 

face are a gentle rufous, giving it a somewhat calm look. Its 

preferred habitat is overgrown bushes and thickets in open 

country. During the winter it’s fairly easy to “pish” in small 

flocks of these attractive sparrows who will sit at the top of 

bushes peering at the intruder.  

 

Our last sparrow (for now) is the quiet and unobtrusive 

Swamp Sparrow. A winter visitor to our region and a denizen 

of dense thickets often near water, this handsome gray and chestnut sparrow is more often heard 



than seen. A quiet lisp or a metallic chink note are 

often all you hear but thankfully some quiet 

“pishing” can often bring in this shy bird. It’s a 

chunkier sparrow than either the Field or Chipping 

and usually un-streaked, but can show some 

marbling on its breast. During the winter it often 

looks a little obscure, but before they head north in 

the spring, the chestnut cap and wings become 

brighter and the gray face more contrasting- 

becoming a very handsome bird. Unfortunately, 

they soon leave to breed in their preferred habitat of freshwater marshes to the north of us. 

 

During the summer months a good majority of our sparrows go north, which may be a good 

thing for some of us, but sooner or later they will be back!! I, for one, love the identification 

challenge of these often unappreciated birds.  
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